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About This Game

The team at Sharpened Edge studios have spent years studying the great shmups to figure out their mechanics, difficulty
balance, and challenge. The result of their work is Saviors: the ultimate bullet hell co-op experience.

After aliens conquer earth, you’re humanity’s one last hope for survival. Customize your ship and wage war through 18 huge
levels.

Key Features

Survival Mode – one life to live. How far can you go?

Fun and original 2 player co-op game mode. Players have different weapons and roles and need to work together to
succeed

Full 3d engine, with real life particle physics and weapon ballistics.

Online leaderboards with downloadable replays

100 different Steam achievements
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If you're a veteran of bullet hell shooters and want some achievements that'll take about 3 hours to 100%, feel free to blow a
dollar on this. Not much fun, though. Gets very repetitive, and it's just a mess. Some levels have bosses, some not. Graphics are
bleh. Feels like a lazy asset flip.. Great game
8/10

pros-
you play with friends
very detailed
and...
CHAT

cons-
poor controls
poor aniamtions
some totems don't show up
and...
spawn killing

overall great game just needs a few improvments!. A fun game to play.. The game is fun and worth it's low price.

However, sometimes the enemy tanks just get away from the screen and you can't properly finish the level.. Better than tropico,
feels awesome.
. Amazing! What a nostalgic gem! I was instantly transported to my childhood of Space Quest and King's Quest, and the
developer here has merged those old text-directed game mechanics (far more fun than point-and-click, imo) with some more
modern graces like auto-saves and word suggestions. These tools don't dumb the game down, but rather encourage exploration.
And the player is rewarded. I laughed out loud several times, especially whenever I died in some creative and
hilarious way. The game is quite short, but you can buy it together with the whole 4-part bundle for a ridiculously low price. I
immediately went on to play all 4. Make more please!!!. This game was pretty good. The ability to skip chapters on subsequent
playthroughs was very convenient. I liked the story and the UI was intuitive and well-presented. 8/10. I'm glad I waited to finally
get into the game. New races are fantastic. Well voiced and full of charisma. I wish every game had the budget to voice
characters as well as this. Get it in the multipack for $10 as opposed to individually to save money. I'm just going to cut and
paste this review for all 3 since I really think they all go together.. I tried to play and like this game. But i passed so much stress
playing this. The controls are slow, and weird. I can't pass the third level. I can't understand how this works, one time the
character jump to backwards but sometimes no, and i don't know how i jump very high sometimes. This game is garbage
certainly.
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Very fun, the only annoying thing is the constant backtracking.. I feel the DLC is overpriced but the kayak update brought me
back to the game.. I first watched this a couple years ago. It's a favorite of mine & one of the best web series out there. Check it
out if you get a chance.. The Magical Silence is a strange game,
It's supposed to be about imagination, but the seemingly random objects and events in the game do nothing to represent anything
meaningful. The "puzzles" have no redeeming value and mostly involve frenzied random speed clicking.
I got tthis game with a Steam coupon for 10 cents, but even after finishing the game in one sitting I can't say it was worth it.
I honestly cannot recommend playing this game, you'll be better off getting nearly anything else instead.
~Niccy. Short, but fun.

I think it's worth a $1.. Yes, a mini masters of orion, extremely simplified....i recommend for being a good game, a 6 of 10
game if you know master of orion and a 8 of 10 if you just like strategy....
but then, the most amazing discovery, there is the Galactic CIVS II! Soooo i am heading there =P . 3h of the old one are enough,
lets now check the second.

overall a 6 of 10 game, i would buy it on the time of release, nowadays...go for the II.. This game is so bad, i ♥♥♥♥ing hate it
so much. The game controlling in general runs like complete ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. The game is pretty much a clone of super meat
boy, but ranked up to nearly impossible with some of the ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t levels this game contains. I highly advies that you do
not spend you money on this game, it is absolutely terrible. I guess that's why it is only 49 cents, should have been free. Pretty
good adventure game, but all it did throughout the story was make me want to put on Indiana Jones.. AAA quality: the story is
compelling, I like to discover things so the letters and videos totally drew me in. The lighting is really cinematic and
atmospheric, the graphics are awesome and I almost had a heart attack in one or two places I don't want to spoil. Loved the
multiple endings, make sure to look for the hidden path. Definitely worth every penny for explorers and fans of the horror
genre. ★★★★★. This casual point-and-click adventure is barely playable and most gamers should avoid it.

Firstly, the English translation is a total disaster. The grammar is almost always wrong, words are mistranslated, and even the
English voice actors seem barely literate (one of them cannot pronounce the word "mineral" correctly, what?). The translation is
sometimes comically bad, but the comedy quickly wears off.

Secondly, the game engine is a clunky and buggy mess. It's very hard to get things done in the game, and sometimes this even
gets in the way of completing objectives.

That said, there is a hidden gem underneath. Despite being a fairly short game, its world is beautifully realized and there is a
deep background story, which is worthy of a much grander game.

But let's not get too excited even about that one bright point! The potential is squandered by bad storytelling. For example: an
entire sequence involves you trying to make your uncle a cup of coffee just the way he likes it. This "quest" has nothing to do
with the adventure, the story, or anything else, and is a good example of how this story is narrated.
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